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PIA: Hawaiian for Beer 
By the Editor-in-Chief 

P ia is beer in ʻōlelo Hawaiʻi (the Hawaiian 
language) as well as some of the other 
islands in the Pacific.  You see, beer        
didn’t have a word in the native tongue 

until it was introduced by Captain James Cook in the 
late 1700s in New Zealand.  He needed a               
treatment against scurvy and turned to brewing beer 
(as many sailors did at the time), incorporating the 
native rimu tree branches with molasses.  He was 
even the first to brew in Hawaii in 1778 brewing 
with sugar cane.  In the next century, brewing beer 
would take a hold in many of the pacific islands, 
even commercially, mainly by immigrants to the   
islands and styled after the beer traditions of         
Europe.  And that’s where we start the journey of 
PIA magazine. 

   PIA magazine (no relation to the wonderful              
Place-Inspired Ales, PIA Brew) is the result of   
mixing the passion for beer with the need for         
creation.  Naturally, a homebrew club was the initial idea, but while we love homebrewing, our passion is ALL 
beer.  To be more inclusive, we wanted a BEER club, no something more.  Something that solidifies our aloha for 
beer and we can unite under.  And that’s when it hit us and we founded the Island Beer Union (IBU).  While the 
IBU is still in its infancy we needed to set a direction so that we are more than a social club and came up with a 
few ideas, one of them being PIA magazine. 

   PIA isn’t meant to be a newsletter for the IBU and its not meant to be THE source of beer news in Hawaii (we 
see you beerinhawaii.com).  We strive to make this magazine a fun, creative, stress-free outlet for enjoying and       
appreciating beer.  We are trying to focus on LOCAL beer (starting with Hawaii, since that’s our home islands, but 
we will have some stuff on other pacific islands as well) and have features that relate more to island beer drinkers.  
Every issue will contain an article on Hawaii’s beer history as well as some regular sections that include a beer          
calendar, reviews of beers and beer gear, and a local brewery that we enjoy.  This is not a beer-snob periodical or 
meant to discuss the definition of “craft beer.” No, instead its just to share the joy that is beer 

   Right now we will only offer a digital copy of the magazine to save money and the environment.  Its free to       
download, read, share, etc. so spread the word! We hope PIA magazine can quench your thirst (pun intended) for 
beer in the islands and you enjoy what we have to offer.  If not, let us know!  And if there is anything in here we 
have used in error or without acknowledgement, we apologize.   

                                                                                      Hipahipa, Manuia, Whakahari, Biba, Cheers! 
 

                    PIA Magazine and Island Beer Union  

An ad for Pabst Milwaukee Beer from the June 29, 1899 edition of 

The Independent (Honolulu, HI). Source: https://

chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn85047097/1899‐06‐29/ed‐1/seq‐4/ 
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First Runner-up                                                  
ss 
Beer: Black House (Nitro w/coffee,          
coconut and cocoa) 
 
Style: Oatmeal Stout, 5.8% ABV 40 IBU 
 
Brewery: Modern Times Beer   

Notes: A stout with coffee, coconut and 
cocoa AND on Nitro? What’s not to love 
about this beer? Modern Times makes 
some great beers and I was hopeful when I 
picked this one up and let me tell you, it 
didn’t disappoint. Love the roasty, malty 
stout, but with the other flavors and the 
nitro making it creamy, it takes the          
goodness of a stout to another level.  

Brewery of the Year 
 
Brewery: Farm Creek Brewing Co, Walnut 
Creek, CA @FarmCreek 
 
Beers Tasted: Walking Tall Lager, Heathers 
No Limit Stout, Bless Your Heart Double 
IPA, Third Rail Witbier, Over Yonder ESB 
 
Notes: So after I chose this brewery as  
Brewery of the Year, I found out that they 
closed back in September. I visited back in 
April and the owners were nice and I was 
impressed by the variety of styles for such a 
small place. Their ESB was on point and 
one I would like to try again. Alas, the           
owners closed up and moved to the South 
to be with their family, sacrificing their  
business for the always more important 
family. Hopefully wherever they are they 
can start up again there because the beer 
world lost a good brewery and good beer.   

T he GravyAllOvah Awards started in 2016 by 
Instagram user @GravyAllOvah as an ode to the 
best beers he had that year.  It continued in 2017 as 
the second annual awards were given out for the  

Beer of the Year, Brewery of the Year, and the Best Local (Hawaiʻi) 
Beer.  To be eligible for the award, the beer had to have been tasted in 
the calendar year 2017.  Rankings were kept using the Untappd mobile 
app and beers needed at least a four-stars to be eligible.  From a sample 
size of 236 beers, the following  winners were chosen.  Congratula ons to 

the winners!!!     



Beer of the Year                                                                                                                                                                               
ss  
Beer: Space Jam 
 
Style: Sour Ale, 6% ABV 
 
Brewery: Vision Quest Brewing Company  
 
Notes: What? My 2017 Beer of the Year is a sour? Wasn’t a real sour fan, but it changed this year, I had A BUNCH of 
them this year from many breweries.  And that increased proportion in the tasting this year may have changed my mind. 
But none more than one in particular: Space Jam. First its name is just awesome. Then the purple color gave it a                
wine-like appearance that you don’t see very often. Lastly, the taste: AMAZING! Not too tart and easy to drink.  A sour 
that would make anyone a sour drinker. For that it gets the Beer of the Year award! 

Best Local (HI) Beer 
 
Beer: Maggie's Rose Tattoo 
 
Style: Irish Red, 4.5% ABV, 20 IBU 
 
Brewery: Honolulu Beerworks 
 
Notes: Honolulu Beerworks started the Oʻahu 
craft beer brewery trend. There were others be-
fore them but it wasn’t until their saison and 
farmhouse and other beers that we truly had a 
craft beer that was worthy on Oʻahu. This one 
has to be one of my faves. Last years awards 
had a couple of reds so maybe I am a little            
partial to them. But this one had the right 
amount of malty goodness that defines the style. 
I hope this one comes back as a regular brew 
because it deserves it.  

Second Runner-up                                                                                          
ss 
Beer: Pliny the Elder 
 
Style: Double IPA, 8% ABV, 100 IBUs 
 
Brewery: Russian River Brewing Company                                                                                 
ss 
Notes: Pliny fell from grace this year as Bell's Two-hearted took 
the top spot after years of domination in the AHA  Zymurgy 
rankings. But this year, Pliny makes an appearance in the 2017 
GravyAllOvah Awards! First time I had a bottle was a few years 
ago and it was  definitely good, but this year I got it fresh on tap 
at the brewery as well as took some home, and oh boy does it live 
up to the hype. It deserves a place on the best of lists every year.  

Honorable Mention 

Beer: Manini IPA 
 
Style: Session IPA, 4.6% ABV, 38 IBUs 
 
Brewery: Aloha Beer Co.  
 
Notes: Usually, the cutoff for the awards is 4-stars so 
this beer gets an honorable mention. Having tried it 
a couple times I can honestly say this is one of the 
best session beers I have ever had. It probably 
should have a higher rating from me. So much            
flavor with lower alcohol, refreshing and a change 
from the extreme hop bombs that have been around 
the past couple of years. Best of all its fresh and  
local.  

 

Follow @GravyAllOvah on Instagram for more beer 
fun and be on the lookout for the 2018 GravyAllOvah 
Awards in  December with “#gravyallovahawards.”  
If you want to have a beer considered for these 
awards, drop us a line and we’ll get it to him!   



Social Media Shout Out! 

This section is dedicated to local 
beers in Hawaii on social media,        
and our friends that use the hashtag 
“#PIAMag.”  This issue, we wanted 
to highlight a few posts of  the local 
up and coming breweries and home-
brewers that we follow.  Give ’em a 
follow and a like!  We hope we get to 
“sampo” some of  their tasty           
looking beers real soon! 

@makaainanabeer 

@nalobrewco 

@palolobrewco 
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Have a beer with us on social media @PIAMag 
     

 

 

Use the hashtag #PIAMag and you could be featured here too! 

@chancebrewing 

@chikichiki2018 

@lokahibrewing 
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By GravyAllOvah 

O ne of the best things that can happen when you love beer is to have a brewery pop-up in your 
hometown.  Having fresh beer made right there is a dream come true!  No need to drive to Kaakako to 
get that brewery experience.  Growlers filled less 

than five minutes from home is a plus as well. That’s how I 
felt when Stewbum & Stonewall opened up in Kaneohe, so 
imagine my disappointment when they closed up shop last 
year.  In my last visit there, the folks did say that someone 
would be opening in their spot, taking the brewery over as a 
turn-key outfit.  That got me excited again and I couldn’t wait 
to see what was opening.  Following all the news I could find 
online I eventually discovered that the new place was indeed    
going to open and it was going to be called Inu Island Ales.  A 
new local place with a Hawaiian word, inu (drink), in its name 
I knew I’d be checking it out when they opened. 

   Full-disclosure: I’m not a beer snob and probably rank low 
on the bottom of most beer enthusiasts lists.  I  haven’t done 
bottle shares in a long time and don’t stand in line for limited 
releases.  My beer enthusiasm is limited to trying new beers 
when I can and absorbing all the new beer information.  A private first class in the beer geek army, if you will.  So 
this new brewery, while exciting and demanding attention, took a lot longer for me to get to than I would like to 
admit. 

   I didn’t make it on their opening day but I got there towards the end of their opening week, November 3, 2017 
to be exact.  One thing about this location is that the parking isn’t too great.  Its in the corner of this little          
industrial complex on Kahuhipa that houses many other businesses and parking is a premium.  Luckily, I got a 
spot and went over to the tasting room.  It was already packed with many of the local beer fans that live in the  
area.  A lot of older folks, though it may have been because I was there on a Friday at 2 p.m.  A seat opened up at 
the bar and I listened to other folks to see what they were trying. 

   On their beer list they had a Pilsner, Sour Ale, Gose, West Coast IPA (Citra + Galaxy hops), and a Hazy IPA.  
They poured a good “5 oz” tasters for three bucks so I thought, what the heck, lets try them all.  All of the beers 
were solid and can stand up to anything we have here and in the mainland.  The sour ale was sour but not over-
poweringly tart, which I mentioned to the beertender was a refreshing change for the style.  That beertender was 
none other than the Inu’s brewer, Kyle, who comes from Mraz Brewing in Northern California and specialized in 
sours there.  Sours is a style that I just started getting into and we talked about how this was a great “gateway” type 
of sour that people that don’t like sours could drink. 

   What I was really there to try was “the Green” Hazy IPA though.  Up until then, it wasn’t a style you saw in     
Hawaii but was exploding elsewhere.  Upon first sip, I got the reason why people called them “juicy” IPAs.  
Mouthwatering and, well, juicy, are the only way to explain it.  All of the beer, really, were outstanding. 
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   A surprise beer that I tasted there was their pilsner.  
While Primo is the lager that established beer in Hawaii, 
there hadn’t been very many attempt to make a good 
lager here.  Sure, Kona Brewing Co.’s Longboard Lager 
is out there, but the craft guys just weren’t putting out 
one like it.  The Inu Pilsner, however, was like drinking a 
green bottle beer at the field after practice.  I could       
totally see the local bruddahs filling up a growler of this 
before heading the beach, heck I even got a growler to 
take to my Heineken-loving family members.  I was so 
impressed (and starting to feel good from all the         
samples) that I told the guy next to me all of this. 

   That guy I was speaking to turned out to be one of the 
owners, Keaka.  He grew up in the Kapunahala area, 
making this brewery truly local to Kaneohe.  We talked 
about the brewery and he noted that they had already 
outgrown their space and was looking for a larger      
production facility.  Afraid that we were going to lose out on yet another brewery, he assuaged my fears saying 
he’d like to keep this same tasting room in Kaneohe.  However, in order to fulfill demand they would need larger  

brewing equipment that the site couldn’t accommodate.  
Hey, if he’s saying that he wants to make more beer and 
have it served in Kaneohe, I am down for that.  

   I also asked him about his limited release cans that they 
put out that had the artwork of Woes on it that they       
released at Village Bottle Shop & Tasting Room.  He said it 
was huge and they sold out of their stock but he hoped to 
have future releases done at their own tasting room.  Since 
then, they have had bottle releases at their brewery in        
Kaneohe as well as Grace in Growlers in Kailua.  They 
even held “Inu Fest,” their official grand opening in January 
2018 that featured a release of their Chikara Mizu beer, an        
imperial stout brewed in collaboration with Moksa Brewing 
and coming in at 13.5% ABV. 

   While I have only been back to the brewery once since 
then (sorry, between kids and work, our hours don’t line 

up), I see that they have been blowing up all over the country.  The owners have great relationships with other 
breweries and putting out limited release collaborations with them, even getting their beers served at J. Wakefield 
Brewing’s  “WakeFest” in Miami.  Their beers are apparently hot commodities for beer traders.  They are open in 
the afternoons and evenings most days (not Mondays and Tuesdays) and you can sample and take home crowlers.  
If you haven’t gone, you’re missing out.  Good luck to them and welcome to Kaneohe! 
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Inu Island Ales 
46‐174 Kahuhipa St. #E 
Kaneohe, HI 96744 

Wed/Thurs, 3 p.m. – 8 p.m. 
Fri/Sat, 12 p.m. – 8 p.m.  
Sun, 12 p.m. – 5 p.m.  

facebook.com/inuislandales 

Instagram: @InuIslandAles 



Beers We Beers We Beers We 
Can’t Get Can’t Get Can’t Get 
Here…Here…Here…   

and how and how and how 
to get to get to get 
them!them!them!   

Story by TwoStory by TwoStory by Two---Can SamCan SamCan Sam   



W e all love the beer that’s produced locally, but some of us long 
for a greater variety and want to try them all. That’s why we 

take pictures of our beers and post them on Instagram or religiously log 
and rate every beer we drink on a mobile app like Untappd. Sure, we’ll 

go out and get the newest can of beer put out by Maui Brewing Co, slurp down the 
latest saison on tap at Honolulu Beerworks, or head down to Village Bottle Shop & 
Tasting Room to try something from the latest keg tapped.  But the selection in    
Hawaii is still defined by the limited number of breweries distributed in the State. 

   The State has changed in recent years though, with many new breweries arriving 
seemingly every week.  Recently, Maui-Stone Beverages has grown its distributorship 

past Maui and we on Oʻahu can get beers from many more breweries (including the 
beer on the cover).  But with over 5,300 breweries in the US, how can they all fit on 
the beer shelves in Tamura’s?  The answer is they can’t.  Some breweries prefer to 
stay regional while others just don’t have the volume or means to distribute to      

Hawaiʻi.  That means if the beer can’t come to us, we have to go to the beer.  Or do 
we? 

   Walking into the beer section of a Whole Foods on the mainland or a large liquor 
store like Total Wine & More or BevMo! can be a bit overwhelming but also very 
exciting.  Beers you’ve only heard about and added to your beer wish list may be 
right in front of you, making your beer haul a complete success!  But if you don’t get 
to travel or are in an area where all they have is stuff you can get at home, what then? 
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One of my successful beer hauls out in Maryland scored me some Sixpoint and 

21st Amendment beers along with some surprisingly good local beers 

Some places put more of an emphasis on their beer 

aisle presentations. This is a walk‐through beer fridge 

inside the Whole Foods in downtown Portland.  Note: 

All Whole Foods is always worth checking out for beers 

Good beer bars are another place to try different beers both locally and abroad.  This 

picture is of just one set of beer faucets at Max’s Taproom in Baltimore, Maryland 

   If you can’t get to the beer, there actually are ways to have the beer 
come to you.  The easiest might be friends and family either bringing 
back with them or sending it to you.  There are also ways to do beer 
trades with people from all over the world if that’s your thing as well.  
Be careful, it is illegal to send alcohol through the US Postal Service, 
so know the risks. 

   There are also “Beer of the Month” clubs you can find online and 
some even deliver to the islands (how they get around the mailing 
thing you got me).  Some of them are pricey but you get a subscrip-
tion of beer delivered to your door every month, curated by some 
beer expert with tasting notes and all that beer geekiness packed in. 

   Buying online is also an option, but again you run into the pricing 
and shipping problems, but there are places that will do it if you look 
around online.  

   Another common way to try different stuff is to set up or get invited 
to bottle shares.  Bottle shares are where people bring different beers 
to share with a group, everyone getting to taste some of that evenings 
selections.  If you can’t find one, start one.  I’m always down for    
sharing some of my beer stash and I would bet many other are as well.  

   Lastly, if you are looking for a certain beer and you can’t get it     
anywhere else, you can always ask your distributor to see if they can 
bring it in.  If distributors get enough requests they may have enough 
demand to bring it in.  New breweries in the islands are always looking 
for representatives as well so maybe there is a chance for a job as well! 

   Whatever you choose to drink, know that your selection is only   
limited by how far you are willing to go.  Remember, just because we 
can’t get a beer here doesn’t mean we can’t drink it. 



POG IPA, Maui Brewing Company 

Every year, we are excited to see what Maui Brewing Company is putting out.  This year 
we were even more excited because one of our favorites was added to their canned line-up, 
POG IPA.   

POG IPA is a tropical India Pale Ale brewed with locally grown passionfruit, orange and 
Guava, it has an ABV of 71% and comes in with 58 IBUs. From the first pull of the can 
tab, the tropical fruit is evident in the aroma.  The guava is very evident in the taste, as well 
as the citrusy/bitterness of the local oranges.  We got more pineapple flavor than passion-
fruit, but it definitely has the dank bitterness of an American IPA.  

This beer makes us happy because its like our favorite drink from small-kid time has 
grown up! Easy to drink and we hope its available longer!   

 

Spiegelau Stout Glass 

We admit it, we’ll drink beer out of anything and if it’s a good beer, it won’t matter.  But, it 
doesn’t mean it can’t get better!  Proper glassware may seem beer snobbish, purportedly en-
hancing the color, aroma, and taste of your beer.  However, science has shown that the 
shape of a glass can affect the head development and retention, capturing more flavors that 
escape after being poured.  That’s where the Spiegelau Stout glass comes in.  

This glass, by the world’s oldest glass manufacturer,  was designed to increase the                 
complexity of the roasted malty goodness in the stout.  Its slim bottom allows for an easy 
hold while the top has an open, wider bowl to  provide for added aroma and  improving 
mouthfeel.  Does it though? 

We tried a regular old Guinness Draught poured from a can into this glass and  compared it 
to a normal pint glass, comparing aroma and flavor.  The stout glass trapped the great aroma 
better than the pint glass which also affected how we interpreted the flavor.  While we 

would have enjoyed the Guinness right out of the can, the stout glass did provide a more flavorful drinking experi-
ence.  Don’t believe us? Try it and send us your comments! 

 

 

                                                        

For more great beers, visit: 

www.mauibrewingco.com 

                                                                                                 Reviewer’s Scale: 

        = Shoyu dat one                  =Meh                             =She Go                               =Ho brah!                                      =Chee!!! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

740 Moowaa St, Honolulu, HI 96817  

Www.homebrewinparadise.com 
 

Tues. thru Fri. 11:30am ‐ 6:00pm 

Sat. 9:00am ‐ 5:00pm 

Sun. 10:00am ‐ 3:00pm 

Closed Monday  
BEER STYLES YOU SHOULD KNOW 

*Source: Mosher, R.  2009.  Tasting Beer: An Insider’s Guide to the World’s Greatest Drink.  Storey Publishing,  North Adams, MA.   

Classic Bitter 

Developed between 1850—1950 as draft pale ale in Britain (especially England), this 
style grew lighter in gravity and body over time.  It comes in a range of imprecise 
substyles, such as ordinary, best or special, and extra special bitter (ESB). Usually these 
are brewed with adjuncts in addition to the malt to lighten the body and improve          
drinkability.  By far it is best when served from the cask as real ale.  Despite their low 
gravity and adjunct recipes, the best of these beers can be seductively complex and   
appealing. 

Flavor: Fresh hops plus nutty maltiness, crisp finish 

Aroma: hops first, plus nutty/woody malt; spice and fruit also evident 

Balance: hop or malt balanced; bitter finish 

Local versions:  Cooke St. ESB (Honolulu Beerworks);  Queen St. Bitter (Aloha Beer 
Company);  Valley Isle ESB, Hemp ESB, West Side ESB (Maui Brewing Co) 

STYLE GUIDELINES 

GRAVITY: Ordinary: 1.033‐8 (8‐9°P) ; 

Best/Special: 1.038‐40 (9‐10° P); ESB: 

1.046‐60 (10‐15° P) 

ALCOHOL: Ordinary: 2.4‐3%; Best/

Special: 3.3‐3.8%; ESB: 4.8‐5.8% 

ATTENUATION/BODY: very dry to 

medium 

COLOR: 8‐14° SRM, light‐dark amber 

BITTERNESS: 25‐55 IBU, medium to 

high 



T ired of the same old trips to Las Vegas trips year-in and year-out?  Maybe you’ve got an extra day during a       
work-related trip and you’re looking for something to do besides sight-seeing or lounging by the pool?            
Whatever the reason, a “Beer-cation” is the  solution!  I travel a lot for work and always try to squeeze in a local 

brewery during the trip and have gone on a multiple trips with the sole-purpose of visiting breweries and drinking fresh,   
local beers.  It sounds simple: catch a plane and visit breweries, right?  Well, maybe, but if you try  winging it, you might 
make some of the same mistakes I made.  Drunk and puking followed by hangovers prior to boarding isn’t a fun vacation.   

   Whether you plan on traveling to Portland, San Diego, Denver, or anywhere in the world, here is some things I wish I 
knew before embarking on my first beer-cation.  Have fun, taste as much as you can, and bring some home for me! 
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By Brewski 

There are A LOT of breweries that you can visit, so plan ahead

(source: www.craftbeer.com brewery finder) 

Before you go...when you get there 

   One of the most important things I’ve learned on my beer-cations 
is to stay hydrated!  Bring along some water (or ask for some there) 
and don’t forget to drink it.  Along with that, make sure you have 
some snacks packed for the journey between places too. 

   Whatever you do, have a plan...at least initially.  Know how far 
you want to travel and the route to make it back to your hotel.  
Stick to your plan but leave some wiggle room because you might 
find breweries not on the map right there next to the one you were   
targeting. 

   Also, check out the big boys too while you’re at it.  You might 
find it interesting to learn about how they differ from your local 
brewery and taste their beer fresh off the line.  Take their tour and a 
tour of any brewery that offers it.  You never know what kind of 
tips you will get and it’s a great chance to meet the brewers of that 
fine ale. 

Knowing when and where to go 

   So you decided to go on a beer-cation, but where? 
What time of year? Certain areas have more breweries 
than  others and some most festivals are annual events.  
Here, Google is your friend and you can search for those           
favorite breweries or ones you’ve always wanted to try.  

   Once that’s done, map out a route and plan the amount 
of time its going to take in order to be efficient and safe.  
All the best laid plans of beers and breweries often go 
awry so be flexible because there may be lines to get in or 
you may end up just having lots of fun and not want to 
leave a particular spot. 

   Another place to check out is the airport.  Some have 
local brewpubs near the gates for that last beer of the 
beer-cation or even a growler fill to take home! 



BREWSKI’S TIPS FOR YOUR NEXT BEERHAUL 

1. KNOW YOUR LIMIT: There will be lots and lots of beers available that you haven’t tried and the prices can add up.  Know 

how much you are willing to spend and how much room you have in your luggage; 

2. FINDING BEERS: Breweries and brewpubs are great but limited. Grocery and liquor stores are o en the best places to go, 

but one place you might not expect is at gas sta on convenience stores.  Seriously! 

3. WHALE HUNTING: Thar she blows! The #1 rated beer in the world si ng on a shelf all you need to do is grab it!  If you have 

a list of beers you’ve always wanted to try, this is a great opportunity to snag a few bo les to bring home; 

4.  BOTTLES OR CANS: Today’s cans are no longer a problem so really it’s a ma er of choice and convenience.  I usually go with 

a mixture of both, including the different sizes (bombers, tallboys, stubbies, etc.); 

5.  PROTECTION: Always wrap your stuff.  While cans won’t break, they can get punctured or leak so try and contain it all in 

something that is sealed off from the rest of your luggage.  Newspaper, bubble wrap, your dirty underwear, anything is 

be er than si ng in your suitcase without protec on; 

6.  WEIGHT: Make sure your bag isn’t too heavy as you may have to pay extra when checking in. Its also hard to lug around the 

airport so if it is heavy, balance out the load to make it a bit easier; 

7.  ENJOY: Store your beer appropriately when you get home.  Most of all enjoy having all this new beer! 

FLIGHTS AND SAMPLER SETS! 

   Don’t think you’re going to visit every brewery on your 
list  and have a pint at each.  All you’ll get is an early trip to 
bed.  Beer flights, also known as sample sets, are the way to 
go. 

   Most flights are 4-5 beers of around 3-5 oz, but beware 
as there are some, like the one at Russian River pictured on 
the left, that can have 20 beers!  Flights can give you a 
chance to taste all of a breweries wares  and find the one 
that will make a tasty pint. 

   Whether you are your drinking the flight on your own or 
with a partner, make sure  you drink responsibly and  have 
a designated driver (or catch an Uber!). 

BEER HAUL! 

   Don’t forget to bring some home!  Brewery swag, new gear 
or hard to find items are especially worth the extra weight in 
the luggage.  I keep a wish list of beers and breweries that I 
want to try and make sure that I try and find them whenever 
I travel.  BUT, make sure that you have the room to do it or 
you’ll be paying some extra-baggage fees. Those of you that 
are outside of the U.S. also know that you may be subject to 
a limit on alcohol and/or duty  and fees.  Beer and brewery 
gear also make great souvenirs of your beer-cation, gifts for 
family and friends, or a great way to get some new stuff for a     
bottleshare. See my tips in the box above to make sure you 
make the most of your beer haul! 
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Two flights of beers at Russian River Brewing 

Co, Santa Rosa, CA 

Brewski’s Beer Haul from a recent Beer‐cation to 

Northern California 



A t 553 Queen Street, next to the fancy fire department headquarters, is a building 
that would look more in place in Boston than Honolulu.  A red-brick,                  
four-story building squeezed between 
more modern architecture, the           

Honolulu Brewing and Malting Co. was opened 
in 1901.  While it hasn’t been used since 1960 for 
actual brewing, the building stands as a             
monument to Hawaii’s beer history. 

The Honolulu Brewing and Malting Co. may not 
be a household name to non-cerevisaphiles but 
the beer they brewed is known by everyone in 
Hawaii: Primo.  The golden lager was popular 
with both plantation workers and tourists until 
prohibition reared its ugly head in 1918 (two 
years before it went into affect nationally).    
Honolulu Brewing and Malting Co. started in    
the same year that Hawaii was annexed by the  
US (1898)  Upon repeal of  prohibition in 1933, 
the Honolulu Brewing and Malting Co. became 
the Hawaii Brewing Company and Primo        
production was moved to another location.   

The building was constructed by a New York   
architect in 1899 with 

a steel frame        
encased in concrete 
with a decorative brick façade.  Today, the building is under the 
control of  the Hawaii Community Development Authority 
and is on the National Register of  Historic Places and the 
State of  Hawaii’s Register of  Historic Places. 
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Sources: 

https://nupepa-hawaii.com/
tag/honolulu-brewing-and-
malting-company/ 

http://
justanotherbeerblog.com/
blog/2013/8/18/something-
is-brewing-in-paradise 

http://
evols.library.manoa.hawaii.ed
u/handle/10524/604 

https://www.facebook.com/
peter.t.young.hawaii 

PIA in Old HawaiiPIA in Old HawaiiPIA in Old Hawaii   

The Royal Brewery, former home to the Honolulu 

Brewing and Malting Co/Hawaii Brewing Co and the 

first home of Primo  (source: https://

www.facebook.com/peter.t.young.hawaii) 

                      All the news about beer, all in once place! 

  Check it out at: h ps://paper.li/gravyallovah/1405727055#/ 



 

Do you know your beer holidays? Or when your next festival is?  No worries, 
we got you!  Every issue comes with all of the beer holidays (and some other 
drinking holidays) and important dates for you to remember! 

March 28-Daniel Wheeler Day 

If you count porters as among your  
favorite beers, you have Daniel Wheeler 
to thank. On this day in 1817, he  
received his patent for his malt roaster, 
which allowed brewers to efficiently and         
predictably roast pale malts to create a 
darker brew with a roasted flavor—
opening the door to the modern porter. 

April 11-King Gambrinus Day 

The legendary king of Flanders, King 
Gambrius is credited with the being the 
first to add hops to beer, and is              
considered one of the ‘unofficial’ patron 
saints of beer. He may be based on an 
actual fellow named John the Fearless 
(what a great name) who some historians 
believe is the actual inventor of hopped 
beer . 

First Saturday in May 

In 1988, Congress designated the first  
Saturday in May as National Homebrew 
Day  

Got other beer or drinking 
holidays that you know of 
that is missing? Send it to 
us and we’ll add it in! 
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